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March 2010
Club Contest March 20 th & 21 st
Mike Fields- Editor at Large

What is the mysterious attraction of Old
Timer models? One of the biggest fascinations for
me has been the diversity in the designs and oftentimes
quirky outlines of these birds. Some are flowing and
graceful streamliners like Alfred Van Wymersch’s
Wakefield while others are boxy and angular like Louis
Garami’s Strato-Streak.

“pod”; but why crowd all of the area to the nose of
these birds? Was it just to streamline the landing gear?
Whatever the reason, the layout produces a very
distinctive outline. According to the people who have
flown the Record Hound, the airplane is a superlative
flyer.

Streamlined Wakefield- Alfred Van WyMersch (1939 MAN Photo)

Some of the more interesting ones are Henry Struck’s
Record Hound or Maurice Schoenbrun’s Tomahawk.

Almost a pod and boom- Henry Struck’s Record Hound! (1939 Air
Trails)

But the real mystery lies in discovering which design has
the soul of an eagle. Which one of these graceful ships
has the inherent ability to zero in on the closest thermal
and drift upwards to the limit of vision?
Richard Sills discovered such a plane with the Scientific
Coronet designed by Powell. This plane could be the
veritable poster child of Old Timer cabin fuselage birds.
It has no striking outline or marks of distinction; yet
Powell got all of the pieces working together perfectly.
Rich Sills has been soundly thrashing the competition in
Electric LMR with this unpretentious-looking plane.

Schoenbrun Tomahawk

(1940 Air Trails Photo)

Mono-wheel pod and boom designs have always held a
strange fascination for me. The old fuselage crosssectional rule may have contributed to the size of the
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Jack Warkins found an equally great performing
“sleeper” of a plane- the Bay Ridge Mike designed by
Ray Heit. Warkins campaigned this plane as a 1/2A
Texaco for nearly two decades and racked up an
impressive collection of trophies as proof of this
unassuming plane’s capabilities.
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For the Purists
Many years ago, Phil Morrison gave me a very nice
Bunch Tiger which had been converted to glow. The
motor is in excellent condition and has great
compression. I would like to convert it back to the
original ignition configuration one of these days.

Rich Sills’ Scientific Coronet powered by Reddy Kilowatt!
(Kathy Sills photos)

Drawn by Richard C. Bradford

There is a Schoenbrun Rocketeer kit anxiously awaiting
this motor under my workbench. To me, the Rocketeer
fuselage looks a bit like a pregnant guppy. The designer
claimed that it is a high-performance contest ship. A
year later, Maurice designed the Tomahawk- can you
see the resemblance? Note the high thrust line, long tail
moment, mono-wheel landing gear and large front
lateral area.

Hi Folks, I’m Reddy Kilowatt- remember me?
The Rocketeer with the designer, Maurice Schoenbrun
(1939 Air Trails Photo)
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From the Pilot’s Seat_
SAM 1 Membership Drive
As you all know, age and infirmity
has taken its toll on the club
membership. Your Editor at Large
has hatched another hare-brained
idea to help bring in new members:
First, newsletters are being sent out
to all members known to be alive
based on a five-year old Club roster.
Second, I have obtained the SAM
National roster for Colorado. I will
be sending newsletters out to all of
the SAM members in the state in the
fond hope that we can inspire them
to make a contest or meeting. I was
surprised my SAM national
membership did not provide any
clue to who the local Club was or
how to contact them.
Third, many of you belong to one of
those “other” clubs- no point in
trying to deny it- we know who you
are! Your mission is to bring at least
one person who flies Old Timer
airplanes to either a contest or a
meeting.
I will leave it to the Chief Pilot,
Duane Hjerleid, to provide the
inspirational meeting content!
No club funds are being used to provide
the newsletters. Postage and printing
are being provided by the Clarkenfields
team for the benefit of the Model
Museum Flying Club and the SAM
movement.
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Well the 2010 flying season is upon
us. March has been notorious as a
wind driven blow-out, however
without hard statistics, I think we may
also have nice conditions as well. So
hopefully we can give it a go. I hope all
of you are ready for the flying season.
I for one started this winter with great
anticipation and began building a tow
line glider, and also repairing three
other planes into flying condition;
however none of that has been
Duane and his Gollywock, ready to
completed. I do have a couple of
post another max!
rubber stand by’s to fly, so all is not
lost, and I am sort of ready. I can only hope all of you are more disciplined
than I.
When looking over my
application for the
SAM membership, I
noticed that the
membership card is
titled “The Society of
Antique Modelers”
and “Dedicated to the
Preservation and
Reproduction of
Vintage Model Aircraft”. I am a bit puzzled with the first statement. As I read
it, I get the idea that it is you and me that is the Antiques, and not the
models. Should it not say, “The Society of Antique Models” or am I being a
little too sensitive? At any rated, it is what it is and I can live with that as I for
one is not getting any younger.
Duane Hjerleid
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Here is the latest SAM 1 roster:
Anders, John

27250 Murrita Rd Space 261

Sun City

CA

951-246-3919

janders23@juno.com

CO

92586
804651768

Barkdull, Jim

4755 S Xenon Way

Morrison

303-904-6888

jbarkdul@juno.com

Berryman, John

15570 Powharton Rd

Brighton

CO

80603

303-654-9882

wordguy1950@yahoo.com

Dannels, Tim

28795 County Road 331

Buena Vista

CO

81211

719-395-8421

Dech, Jack

P.O. Box 25188

Colorado Springs

CO

80936

719-590-7673

DeLapp, Dave

7636 S. Onida Ct.

Centennial

CO

80112

303-689-0440

DeLoach, Don

831 E Willamette Ave

Colorado Springs

CO

80903

Edwards, Terry

1514 Chambers Dr

Boulder

CO

303-499-9884

Etherington, Chuck

33946 Goldfinch Dr

Elizabeth

CO

Fields, Mike

13860 W 75th Place

Arvada

CO

80305
801077419
800053010

303-420-5693

clarkenfields1@comcast.net

Frawley, Norm

4744 Essex Ct

Boulder

CO

303-530-2528

normphyll@msn.com

Hjerleid, Duane

4828 Owens Way

Littleton

CO

80301
801271231

303-973-1435

dewey80127@gmail.com

Jackson, Gayle

4139 W Chenango Ave

Littleton

CO

80123

303-797-1502

Gayle.Jackson777@netzero.com

Janson, Dave

2005 Dartmouth Ave

Boulder

CO

303-494-9556

Lovins, Bill

2440 S Garfield St

Denver

CO

80305
802105617

Lund, Don

5364 Lynn Dr

Arvada

CO

303-422-5210

Miller, Bob

1405 Hudson St

Denver

CO

80002
802201733

Idaho Falls

ID

Morgan, Karl
Payne, Les

1021 W Kettle Ave

Littleton

CO

Phelps, Jack

5149 N Armstrong

Wichita

KS

Reynolds, Randy

7168 Milner Drive

Colorado Springs

CO

Schliem, Bob

8984 W Warren Dr

Lakewood

CO

Sills, Richard

9495 Schlagel St

Longmont

Tapp, Frank

506 Corona St

Vinzant, Irvine

303-758-7011

JDech88@msn.com

lovins80210@att.net

303-333-1733
208-538-0780

sam4321ama@yahoo.com

80120
672042718

303-797-1209

719-599-8761

rreyno@earthlink.net

303-986-2385

bschliem@comcast.net

CO

80920
802272383
805038556

303-651-0349

resills@msn.com

Denver

CO

80218

303-698-0242

2721 S Jay St

Denver

CO

Warkins, Jack

3023 S Fenton St

Denver

CO

80227
802274123

303-985-5956

Wengh, Tom

9570 Kemper Dr

Lone Tree

CO

80124

303-907-5858

Wineland, David

2390 Vassar Dr

Boulder

CO

303-499-8566

Yuhasz, Al

3075 S Clayton St

Denver

CO

80305
802106703
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jackp5149@juno.com

303-756-0331

twengh@gmail.com

owl5138@indra.com
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This biography is reprinted with the permission of the AMA History Program to whom we all owe a deep debt of
gratitude for collecting and preserving our modeling heritage. The Model Museum Flying Club was honored to be one of
the first publications ever to be given this opportunity to share this heritage with its members. We have been permitted
to present a dozen designers from the SAM era for your perusal over the next couple of years.-Ed.
The following biography of Elbert Joe Weathers is from the AMA History Program’s modeler biography collection. See
this biography and more on the AMA website at http://www.modelaircraft.org/museum/abc.aspx - AMA History Program

The AMA History Program Presents:
Biography of ELBERT J. (JOE) WEATHERS
Began modeling in 1930 1920s - 1984
Transcribed & Edited by SS (3/03), Updated by JS (10/08), Reformatted by JS (02/10)

Career:
Won the Pacific Coast Gas Model Championship sometime before it was discontinued in September of 1939
1935: Won the Richfield Oil Company scale model contest; was successful in any contests
1935: Co-founded the San Diego Aeroneers and served as its corresponding secretary until 1940
Developed shock-absorbing single-strut landing gear
Started Rite-Flite Specialties in 1946 and manufactured modeling accessories of his own design, including engine
mounts, tank mounts and tailskid assemblies
Was a member of the Model Airplane News magazine‟s Air Ways Club
Designed more than 90 of his own models ranging from racers to scale models to camera-carrying airplanes to
endurance models
Had designs published in all the major modeling magazines
Honors:
1988: Model Aviation Hall of Fame
1988: National Free Flight Society Hall of Fame
1990: Society of Antique Modelers Hall of Fame
1999: Kits and Plans Antiquitous Hall of Fame
Though the following biography is compiled based upon magazine and newspaper articles, G. James Alaback compiled
lists and copies of the articles relating to Elbert J. Weathers that made such a biography possible. The following article
ran in the January 1940 issue of Model Airplane News magazine.

We’d Like You to Meet Elbert J. Weathers
Every reader of Model Airplane News is familiar with the activities of Elbert J. Weathers of San Diego, California. His
plans for the Westerner gas model appeared last May and June and his many very excellent flying scale craft have been a
tribute to his designing and building skills.
But few folks know, however, that this West Coast expert was responsible for a lengthy discussion and investigation of
aeromodeling rules by the Academy of Model Aeronautics at its November conference at the Hotel New Yorker.
Open-class-man Weathers, it seems, had astonished expert circles by bringing out a novel 6-1/2-foot gas model aptly
named Mystery Man and distinguished by the use of take-off gear, which is dropped from the craft when it attains enough
lift to rise off the ground. The Academy ruled finally that the take-off gear must be a permanent part of the ship and
cannot be dropped in flight. But largely because of Weathers‟ experimentation in this field, the administrative group
agreed that a one-wheeler, which can take off unassisted and land without nosing over, is permissible in sanctioned
contests.
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This anecdote serves admirably to illustrate our
aerobiography with the contention that this San
Diego chap is quite a fellow and one not to be
dismissed lightly by merely quoting a couple of
rules.
Weathers started building models when one of his
friends interested him in the hobby just 10 years
ago. Elbert (or Joe to his intimate friends) has
built all types of outdoor gliders, stick and
fuselage craft, flying scale models and gas jobs.
Just now, what little extra time he can devote to
his model work is usually in the gas and flying
scale fields.
His work with the Adco-Neon Signal and the
Weather Electric Motor Companies, both of San
Diego, doesn‟t give him an over abundance of
leisure time, especially since he‟s engaged in
various experimental activities, including the
distribution of a new and radical automobile spark
plug.
However, E.J.W. manages to design, build, and
compete in California meets with a certain
amount of regularity and success. Here is a brief
cross-sectional of his work:
First, we might take the Pacific Coast Gas Model
Championship (the title to be held until
September 1939). This was won over a field of
400 entries with the Westerner. Another might be
a first place in the Richfield Oil Company scale
model contest held back in 1935; with a Kinner
Envoy model, the Aeroneer entrant netted prized
totaling $185.
A recent victory was scored in the Reginald
Denny Industries design contest by E.J.W. Two
places were good for $80 and it was in
1939 Air Trails photo
conjunction with this competition that
Weathers developed a new type shock-absorbing single-strut landing gear.
We could continue indefinitely with the listing of similar awards, but feel sure you have an inkling of this chap‟s skill on
the field of battle. Right now, E.J.W. is serving as the corresponding secretary of the San Diego Aeroneers (composed of
47 outstanding gasoleers) and also holds membership in the N.A.A., Model Airplane News‟ Air Ways Club, and the
International Gas Model Airplane Association (I.G.M.A.A.).
When the subject of contest rules is raised, Weathers is strong for the abolishment of the cross-sectional fuselage
requirement for gas craft, since, says he: “Any gas job of the fuselage type, if several square inches under the minimum,
has no more chance than any entry which passes it. Moreover, a stick-type gas model has no advantage whatever over a
fuselage-type (less efficient, if anything) and as it has, few are built.” Gas model competitions should judge entries for
design, construction and finish as well as duration, he feels. And the 12-ounce wing loading with larger bore engines,
which is popular on the West Coast, will eventually be taken up by most all groups.
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One of E.J.W.‟s fondest hopes is to get east to a Nationals in the near future so, among other things, he may participate in
a Berryloid Finish competition and meet some of the aeromodelers from the eastern section of the country. He‟d like to
see a precision event for gas models at the Nationals as well as the continuance and encouragement of flying scale models.
Queried as to the future of model aviation in this country, Weathers points out that the surface hasn‟t even been scratched,
yet.
“The opportunities presenting themselves to the more aggressive builders are too numerous to mention. The next few
years will see those having all the time necessary at their disposal, working on a specific overgrowth of gas models –
Radio Control. Herein lays the really golden opportunity, together with other matters, which may develop after the Radio
Control itself is worked out correctly. In the meantime, the youngster or oldster, for that matter, can continue to produce
experimental aircraft in model form based on new and unproven theories. Among the les popular categories, tow-line
gliders should be encouraged, especially.”
E.J.W‟s advice to the novice enthusiast, which sums up his experiences of the past 10 years, is that “a beginner should
watch another more experienced builder for some time, if possible, before he begins the actual construction of a model
airplane or glider; thus getting the underlying points of building even a simple job well in mind. He should start with a
simple hand-launched all-balsa glider or Rise-off-Ground model, advancing rapidly as he can although no one should ever
build models in a hurry.
“No really young boy should be allowed to „make the plunge‟ by starting with a gas model for the very first project, both
for his own good and that of others where he may be attempting to operate it.”
The following piece about Elbert J. Weathers ran in the December 1988 issue of Model Aviation magazine after he was
inducted posthumously into the Model Aviation Hall of Fame.
Elbert J. (Joe) Weathers, for many years a flyer, designer, club leader, writer and manufacturer, left us in 1984. His legacy
of creativity, energy, success, and friendships will keep him with us for generations. Joe was a teenager in the early 1930s
when aeromodeling really took off. Growing up in San Diego, California, he loved model aviation right from the start and
seemed to prefer his own designs to anything that was available through magazines or stores.
The earliest extant drawing, his #W-5G, is dated October 5, 1931. Later that year his towline glider #W-8G was
published. This same model is included in Vic Smeed‟s book, Model Flying – The First Fifty Years. Joe followed these
early aircraft with more than 90 originals. These ranged in scope from racers to scale models, from camera-carrying
airplanes to endurance models. In the National Model Aviation Museum, there is a beautiful example of his Winged
Victory, built to the original drawings. There is also Joe‟s original Pacificoaster that was restored by Jim McNeill.
Thus did Joe Weathers fulfill a prediction made by Charles Hampson Grant in 1932 that “Mr. E.J. Weathers shows
promise of being one of our future well-known airplane designers.”
Flying Aces, Model Airplane News and Air Trails magazines all published Weather‟s designs. In recent months, Model
Builder magazine republished the Winged Victory details. Joe had a reputation for excellence, and many hundreds of his
own designs were built and flown.
In 1935, Weathers co-founded the San Diego Aeroneers. This club is still an active AMA club. Joe served as
corresponding secretary for five years until 1940.
When World War II began, Joe worked for North American Aviation in engineering. In 1945, he again found time for
model design, and then in 1946 he started Rite-Flite Specialties. He manufactured a line of modeling accessories of his
own design, including engine mounts, tank mounts, and tailskid assemblies.
For additional information on Elbert J. Weathers, including plan drawings, a list of articles and copies of newspaper clipping, please
see his AMA History Program file.
The AMA History Program was developed to preserve the history of model aviation. We share the stories of people like you who
contribute to the history and future of model aviation. You do not need to be a famous modeler to participate. We want the stories of
all modelers in order to document the real history of aeromodeling. You can help us do this by sending in your biography and
encouraging other modelers to do the same. See the AMA History Program website at
http://www.modelaircraft.org/museum/history.aspx for writing guides, biographies of other modelers, and more. –AMA History
Program
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